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D..L. Caphton, Senior Reactor Inspector, Facility Operations Branch
Directorate of Regulatory Operations, Region I

RO Inspection Report No. 50-219/73-13
Oyster Creek

This inspection was routine and of limited scope, as well as my
first inspection effort at a newly assigned facility. A violation
related to Core Spray valve operability, testing, a safety item
concerning portable survey instrument calibration frequency and
general deficiencies in plant record keeping requirements and
surveillance testing were identified. The following items are
closed out in this report.

(1) Fuel Densification - The licensee responded to the Order of
August 24th in a timely fashion by reducing power. Although no
limits were exceeded, assurance of calculation accuracy (full
power distributions, tip traces, and computer run verification)
was not provided until August 26-27.

.

(2) Fish Mortalities - The recent event could have been prevented.
Corrective action appeared appropriate.

(3) A0 73-17 - Failure of No.1 Diesel Generator to start during
surveillance testing.

(4) A0 73-18 - High activity in excess of 10 Ci in outside waste
surge t nks. The plant was within limits on Septe+ er 4, 1973.
An increase in radwaste handling capabilities is not in sight
and this is an area of significant concern.

I have concerns in the following areas:
,

1. There is no Assistant Plant Superintendent.

2. 'No progress has been made in obtaining a certified Health Physicist.

3. Overlooking surveillance testing requirements and an inability to
produce all test records indicated the internal audit and review
system is not functioning properly.
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.4. The ' fact' that CRD accumulator instrumentatica had not' been calibrated
since 1968 was alarming.- An inspector should not have to be the
.one to point out such deficiercies.- I intend to pursue'TS require-

ments for this' area. -QA' concerns.were discussed with the licensee'.
' '

A review'of PORC minutes indicated the discovery and replacement
of shock suppressors was not reviewed by PORC. A PORC review of the
Ladditional 8 failures reported on August 6, 1973 was conducted. (R0
Inspection Report 50-219/73-12).- The licensee informed me that no
reports.had been submitted to'GORB, or the Manager of Generating
. Stations, as required for review and reporting requirements.-

As an overview, I feel that plant management was responsive, but
lacks the personnel to effectively carry out their routine program.
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. Edward G. Greenman
'

Reactor Inspector
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